
Escape Wife 201 

Chapter 201: I Want to Hug You 

"Ah!" 

Joseph screamed, and Nicole hugged him more tightly. Well, Joseph unconsciously hugged Nicole, 

causing Nicole dirty all over. 

Seeing this scene, Samuel shook his head helplessly and said, "Can I kill man?" 

“No- 

Joseph's whispered reply. 

Nicole was somewhat distressed to see him like this. 

"Well, you always keep a straight face. A child is afraid you. Joseph, tell Mommy, what are you doing?" 

Nicole glared at Samuel, then asked Joseph a soft question. 

Joseph whispered, "My sister says she likes butterflies, but she can't go out under the sun, and she 

always sees butterflies flying from the window. I just want to catch some butterflies and bring them to 

her, so she won't feel so much pain.” 

Nicole's nose was sore at the sound of Joseph's naive voice, and Samuel's eyes were moist. 

"Don't you ever do that again, boy, and always talk to Mommy when you go out. Do you know we're all 

worried about you when you run out without telling us?” 

“Sorry, Mommy, I'll be careful next time." 

Joseph realized that Samuel and Nicole were out looking for him, and was momentarily embarrassed. 

“It's okay. Joseph is the oldest of our family. Zoe's already out, but she hasn't been awake, so let's go 

back to see Zoe, ok?” 

"Good!" 

Joseph smiled happily. 

Nicole picked Joseph up, but Samuel stopped her and picked him up. 

“I'll do it. You're not well enough. The boy's so heavy.’ 

“No, I can go by myself.” 

Samuel was sensible enough, and although it was comfortable to be hugged by Mommy, he decided to 

go on his own. 

"It's okay. Daddy's holding you." 

Samuel took Joseph from Nicole's arms and put him directly on his shoulder. 

"Ah!" 



It was rare for Joseph to be lifted so high by Samuel, and he burst out laughing. 

Seeing them both happy, Nicole suddenly remembered Lucas. 

If Lucas were still around, maybe he'd be so happy as well. 

S trace of sadness flashed across Nicole's eyes. 

She didn't know where Lucas was. Now she couldn't wait to know how her son was doing, but there was 

no information he could get. 

Laurel just gave her the Night Elf Empire. As for what she was going to do and how she was going to get 

in touch with those people, she didn't know anything. 

he realized that Nicole was not following 

matter? Something 

just 

words made Samuel 

we'll find 

was a lot less excited 

I'll find him out, 

okay. Lucas will be 

and went back to Zoe's 

Joseph insisted on being there 

room, and Samuel went directly 

Green was still 

in a very different 

woman in front of him was not his own mother, but she gave him a lot of warmth and teachings. When 

that his mother was partial to him and seemed indifferent to Vincent. However, he did not realize that 

But so what? 

he was grateful for the care and attention of Laurel. Compared with Zama, Samuel was 

know what she was going to 

whispered, "Whoever she is, in my heart, she is my mother, my children's 

was 

argue with 

Nicole whispered, "I'm going 



"OK." 

ask where she was going. He 

quickly left the room and went to the doctor's office, where 

mother-in-law's 

"Okay." 

Nicole's identity and, naturally, 

word, but finally left the office without saying 

Samuel see them, she really did not want Laurel, such a good woman, to be held hostage by 

have to give Samuel the report herself, but she didn't want to prevent 

of destroying the reports immediately, Nicole took them out and put them in a portfolio and hid 

to her room, she found 

had gone to cook for 

this nursing home. Samuel built it for 

Jacob's directions and went 

was not big, about the size of a room, but it had everything in it. Everything 

up his 

warmth 

dished for Samuel and waited him to go home, but now, the man took off the suit, like a good man 

shuttling between the kitchen, just to give her a bowl of soup, Nicole was really touched 

women were very easy to 

of trivial matters, and then treated the man with all their hearts, as long as 

the door and went 

smell of smoke in the kitchen made 

bowl of millet gruel, Nicole was physically repulsed by eating. It took time to adjust her eating 

nauseated, came up behind 

familiar scent stunned Samuel for a moment. He smiled and 

come and see what the big chef is going 

pressed her face against Samuel's 

said with a smile, “Go out first. The smell of smoke is very strong here. I heard you can eat a bowl of 

millet gruel, but the doctor says your 



can't stand it. Can 

let go of 

felt like a child, and now she 

Chapter 202: She Deserved It 

Samuel couldn't help it when he saw Nicole so shy. 

He lowered his head and bit Nicole's earlobe hard. 

“Ah! It hurts!” 

Not only was the pain, but there was a tingling sensation that Nicole could not resist, and she knew it 

was too bold to do that thing here. 

If anyone should pass by, wouldn't she just die of shame? 

Nicole's small and soft hands pushed Samuel and she said, "Why are you so bad? I just came to see you.” 

"I thought you were here to have me eat you.” 

Samuel's voice was hoarse and he didn't move back, but instead drove Nicole to the wall. 

Behind her was the glass table, in front was Samuel who stared at Nicole like a wolf, making her feel 

excited but at the same time shy and embarrassed. 

"Don't be ridiculous, I just... Well..." 

Before Nicole could finish her words, Samuel again pressed his lips against hers. 

This time, she never spoke again, leaving Samuel to sail the love boat with her in the adult romance sea. 

When all the emotions exploded, Nicole let out a groan, and then fell into Samuel's arms. 

Her clothes were untidy, but Samuel had not changed much. 

Nicole threw herself into his arms and said, “It's all your fault, you beast.” 

"Yes, lam a beast.” 

When satisfied, Samuel was very easy to deal with, sticking to the principle that whatever his wife said 

was right, even if she was wrong. He sorted out her hair. 

Nicole was sweating and exhausted, and Samuel picked her up, dressed her, and started walking 

outside. 

Nicole became a little nervous. 

"Don't go out. Someone might be passing by." 

Won't she feel disgraced then? 

Samuel smiled and said, "That's all right. I'll have them closed their eyes.” 

"Samuel!" 



Nicole hit him coquettishly with her soft fist. 

Let everybody close their eyes. Then everybody would know what they'd been doing in the kitchenette. 

Samuel's chest heaved. He was apparently smirking, and Nicole bit him in the neck with anger. 

She did it to punish his evilness, so she didn't bite hard on him, and Samuel didn't care about it. Nicole's 

strength was like a kitten’s bite, except that the place she bit was wet and itchy. 

"If you don't let up, I'll take you to the room. It just so happened that I haven't had much enjoyment just 

now.’ 

Samuel whispered threateningly. 

her teeth and gave him an angry look, trying to say something, 

"Mr. Green.” 

head into Samuel's arms, afraid that Jacob would see something, but 

see what had just happened? Coupled with Nicole's attempt 

felt her face burn and wished 

Damn you, Samuel! 

not fat on Samuel's chest, so she couldn't pinch him. Nicole snorted and 

smiled all the 

“What's up?" 

the Seapolis 

shy away from 

then held Nicole to the 

have something, take a rest. 

her 

faded, and she was 

climb inside her 

her and said, "Go out, or Jacob would think 

you going 

Samuel teased her. 

went red 

"Jerk. 

not rascal to do that to a wife, is it? And you 



“Get out! Out!” 

Nicole really regretted. 

should not 

would be 

still in 

touched her head and said, "I'll have someone brought things first, and if you're 

a 

left 

a deep 

deserved it, 

in the kitchenette, 

It was absolutely too... 

to look at it, and found a strange phone 

Nicole didn't call back. 

her to have access to it when she was in the Fallen Paradise Club. Allen took her away and imprisoned 

her, wishing to isolate the whole world from her, let alone give her 

Samuel, with a changed number. No one knew it at all, so 

number and turned on 

She didn’t know how her parents were now. Would they be particularly anxious to learn of 

this, Nicole decided to 

phone numbers of her parents 

called Mr. Bush, but the line couldn't be 

her mother again, but 

a 

was impossible that both of us couldn't get through. Or was it a problem with the 

phone rang for a long time, but 

housekeeper at the Bush Family. How could no one answer the 

Nicole was nervous. 

wrong with 



covers, got out of bed, and ran toward outside. As soon as she saw Samuel and Jacob standing at the 

end of the hallway, she ran toward them, only to hear Samuel 

Chapter 203: Samuel Was in Love with Nicole 

Nicole told Samuel about Night Elf Empire. 

He was astonished. 

"Do you mean Vincent is still alive? Do I have an uncle? Are he and my father twins?” 

He could not image the Green Family with such a complicated background. 

Nicole nodded, "That's what your mom said. And giving me this ring meant giving me Night Elf Empire. 

Also, she told me Lucas was taken away by Vincent.” 

"Lucas was taken away from Vincent?" 

Samuel was in shock. 

"To protect Lucas? Or he has other plans?” 

Nicole gave a sigh and told Samuel that Lucas was elected as successor of Night Elf Empire. 

Samuel said in a low voice, "No wonder I can't find the news of Lucas and mom's attitude to him was 

different. I have always  

wondered how indifferent she was to Lucas. 

Now it turns out that mom did it for a specific purpose. Mom had suffered so much these years.” 

"Yes, it was meant to be a joint undertaking. Since dad died, mom has carried the entire heavy load. 

Besides, you and  

Vincent were controlled by Zama. For your safety, mom also has to get along well with Zama on paper.” 

Only then did Nicole realize Laurel's hardship. 

If something happened to Samuel, Nicole did not know whether she could bear such a heavy load. 

At this time, Samuel was deeply conflicted. 

At the beginning, Samuel's mother's purpose was to obtain the property of the Green Family, and even 

Samuel and Vincent were all for a chip to get the property. For his mother, anyone could be used by her. 

He was sad. 

"Did mom tell you how to get in touch with Night Elf Empire?" 

Samuel did not dare to use the people of the Green Family in the Seapolis City because he was afraid 

they belonged to Zama. Now, he knew Night Elf Empire, and he naturally hoped for it here. 

Nicole shook her head, "Mom was tired at that time. I did not ask in detail. I did not expect such a 

thing.” 

"I will let Mike to search it.” 



Samuel could only ask Mike's help now. 

He cooked a meal for Nicole and let her ate first. Then, he went out alone. 

The meal for Laurel and Zoe was prepared by the sanatorium. When Nicole sent it to them, Laurel just 

woke up and went to the Zoe's room. 

Nicole saw the three of them were playing happily and she couldn't help smiling. 

"Time for meal.” 

“Mom!” 

Zoe's spirit was much better than before. 

"How about you? Do you still feel any pain?” 

Nicole asked, touching Zoe's head. 

don't feel the pain anymore. The machine is amazing. Mom, when I grow up, I am going to be a doctor. 

patting her 

become an 

Nicole brought the dishes. 

have a light 

for you. It would be a pity 

did for you. 

when hearing 

Laurel smiled. 

there was no braised pork, saying, "Oh, it is so difficult that I want to eat 

"Does it taste good?" 

When she heard Joseph said, she could not help but curiously 

tastes good! It is 

braised pork 

said, "You just like eating pork. How fat 

me to turn into braised pork! If you turn me into braised pork, you'll have no 

quickly covered his head and ran to 

Zoe giggled. 

But now she not only had Brother Joseph, but also grandmother, mom and dad. 



brother come? I 

which made Nicole and 

needs to take 

Nicole said. 

"But he hasn't had a video with me for a long time. Can't he have a video with 

you forget? Don't you look in the mirror every 

Nicole smiled. 

I and my brother look the same, my brother 

when you get well, you 

"Really?" 

“Of course.” 

was smiling seemingly, but in her heart 

had not seen Lucas for 

and did not say anything, just holding his bowl 

is really 

directly 

I am going to taste 

Zoe stood up. 

hurried over and said, "Don't move. There's water 

to Zoe 

"It is delicious. 

her 

"I want! I want!" 

also wanted 

patiently fed them. Nicole was moved. She could not help but thinking 

Where did they go? 

finishing their meal, Laurel 

"OK.” 

find a wheelchair, 



walk. I don't need a wheelchair. 

afraid you will 

smiled, but she 

to 

so many 

smiled, "I like daffodils best. Your father used to fill my room with 

Chapter 204: I Recognized You, Nicole 

"Thanks, mom." 

Nicole thought Laurel understood her. 

"Pay attention to Allen who is very powerful in U.S. Don't offends him temporarily.” 

Laurel told about Allen without hesitation. Maybe Laurel had already known the relationship between 

Nicole and Allen. 

Nicole nodded and then returned to the sickroom. 

Jacob had prepared the clothes for Nicole to go out. She changed the hospital gown down. 

She actually lost a lot of weight. 

The clothes she used to wear were even bigger. 

Nicole gave a sigh and coiled up her long hair. Then, she wore a casual suit and went out. 

Jacob personally drove, directly took her to Fallen Paradise Club. 

When she came here again, her mood was obviously different. 

She had come in as someone who had been sold, but now she changed to another identity. She felt a 

little dreamy. 

George was surprised when he saw Nicole. 

"Why are you back? You are not being..." 

"Get out!” 

Jacob directly stood between George and Nicole, blocking George's hands. 

George disappeared for a long time. But when the situation got better, he came back again. 

Unexpectedly, it was his first time  

he saw Nicole when he came back. However, Nicole's identity was obviously not the same as before. 

Although he did not know why Nicole was not the person of Allen, he looked Jacob and felt dangerous. 

He hurriedly stepped back and said, “Don't misunderstand. I may have recognized the wrong person." 

"Yes, you did.’ 



Nicole said indifferently. And George suddenly realized something. 

"Yes, I made a mistake. Sir, Miss, please come in.” 

Under the leading of George, Jacob and Nicole came in Fallen Paradise Club. 

Here is Paradise. As long as you have money and you are open-minded, there are various projects you 

would like to try. 

The deafening music made Nicole uncomfortable. 

She slightly frowned and said, "Find a private room for us and let your manager come over.’ 

George answered and hurriedly found his manager. 

When Jacob looked around the surrounding environment, he slightly frowned. 

"Mrs. Green, it is too messy here. You must not run around for a while.” 

"Okay." 

George came back. And he took them into a high-end private 

was completely different from the outside. There 

looked 

was satisfied with 

coming soon. Please hold on for a second. Why don't you try something to eat? We have 

delicious food here.” 

introduced here and had a completely different attitude than when Nicole had 

said to Jacob, "Order something 

and ordered a tea and dessert 

The manager came in. 

thirty-year-old man with a moustache. He looked a bit 

to see me? What can 

took the initiative to 

and showed 

on her finger 

Finn was shocked. 

the Lady 

words made Nicole 



did not say anything. She 

And he 

you coming 

Finn asked directly. 

said, “I 

felt awkward, "I cannot decide it. Lucas was taken away by Mr. Green. If 

Mr. Green was 

you can contact him. I just want 

contact Mr. Green as soon as possible. If I get some news, I will immediately report 

Nicole slightly nodded. 

“Anything else?” 

be checked by Night Elf 

If you want to know the specific 

through other channels to find the source of information, but it takes 

Nicole was surprised. 

that she was really 

going on 

stay here for a while. Whoever comes to 

be noticed if 

Finn kindly reminded her. 

been some information about me 

"OK" 

which made 

"Do you know me?” 

off by Allen 

was not 

Nicole felt awkward. 

was George. And she did not expect that Finn knew her too. It could be seen that she was well-known 

Nicole felt awkward. 



a lot 

are. At the time of the auction, they did not see your appearance. But I have every auction of the 

person's data. So I have a little impression of you. 

"Eh-hem" 

Nicole felt awkward. 

don't want this 

have to 

"What is going on?" 

Nicole was shocked. 

Chapter 205: What Did He Do Wrong? 

His words almost scared Nicole out of her wits. Nicole involuntarily stopped. 

At this moment, Finn came out of nowhere and headed straight for Allen. 

“Mr. Brook, look at you. Why are you drinking so much? Hurry up. Find a waiter to help him.” 

As Finn spoke, George also ran over quickly and stood between Nicole and Allen in a second. 

Seeing this, Jacob hurriedly pulled Nicole out. 

Allen said reluctantly, “Get lost! Nicole, don't leave! Come back!” 

“Mr. Brook, you're drunk!” 

Although Finn looked a little thin, he was still strong. Somehow, he managed to trap Allen there. Allen 

couldn't get past him. 

Nicole took this opportunity and quickly left Fallen Angel Club with Jacob. 

The two of them quickly got on the car. Nicole's heartbeat was still accelerating, and cold sweat had 

already oozed out of her forehead. 

Jacob didn’t say anything. He directly started the car and rushed out. 

Nicole was in a mess. 

She knew that Allen had a deep affection for her, but she could never forgive what he had done to Zoe. 

She thought that she would hate him much, but just now, her mind went blank. She couldn't control 

herself. 

It was true that Allen saved her life five years ago, so was his kindness to her over the past five years. It 

was just that they would never be able to return to the past. 

Not only was it because Allen had bought her and imprisoned her, but also because of Zoe’s incident. 

She could no longer feel grateful towards Allen. 

Nicole leaned against the chair and gasped for breath. 



After driving out for a while, Jacob suddenly said, “Madame, there’s someone following us.” 

Nicole's heart suddenly tensed up. 

She saw from the rear-view mirror that there were three black cars running side by side behind her. 

They seemed to be following her. 

Nicole was somewhat nervous. 

Who could they be? 

The Brooks? 

Or someone else? 

Nicole frowned slightly and whispered, “Is there a way to get rid of them?” 

“I can try!” 

Jacob sped up, but the people behind them also sped up. What's more, those people began to chase 

after them like crazy, as if no one was around. 

Nicole was extremely nervous. She grabbed her phone tightly in hand, but didn’t know whether she 

should call Samuel or not. 

Jacob suddenly turned the car around and drove into a wealthy neighborhood. 

Nicole didn’t know what Jacob had shown the guards, but the guards hurriedly let them go inside. 

Nicole looked behind her. The men in the three cars did not enter, as if they were very afraid of this 

community. 

“Where are we?” 

States. After all, she had stayed here for five years. However, she had never been around Fallen Angel 

Club, let 

of relief, “Mike gave me a pass card. He told me to come to this neighborhood when in trouble. I was 

just trying my 

should we do 

come in, but they didn't leave either. Obviously, they were planning to 

“Why don't we go find Mike? Mr. Green may be there too. Mike is somewhat influential here, so the 

people outside should have no 

no other choice 

car to 

was heavily guarded, and it looked a little 

little curious about 

“Who is this Mike?” 



son of the governor of this area, but that's all I know. He's close with 

speaking, he 

no choice but to get out of the car together with 

followed Jacob to the door, but was blocked by 

the pass card that Mike gave him and began to communicate with the people inside. Not long after, 

are 

somewhat surprised that 

Samuel that 

got something to 

also tell, so he didn’t ask anymore. He hurriedly pulled Nicole's 

swimming pool and a fountain in the hall. However, Samuel did not 

are here? 

of the room with a smile. His body was covered in sweat. Nicole could tell that he was working out just 

now. She also noticed that 

look. She just smiled and nodded before whispering to Samuel, “Someone is following me outside. Jacob 

had to 

Seeing that Mike was not wearing a coat, he said coldly, “Do you want me to beat 

What's the matter 

wrong? Samuel came without saying a word and directly asked for 

looking for someone to be his sandbag, 

was strong enough to be his opponent. Most people would be knocked to the 

a breath, Nicole came. What the hell was 

gaze became even 

“Aren't you cold?” 

“No!” 

He had no 

threw a towel 

in there 

finally realized what 

and gave Mike a look, her gaze never 



Mike suddenly felt depressed. 

in the United States, alright? And this 

Samuel said those words, Mike hurried to the bedroom 

Nicole chuckled. 

was a little 

under Samuel's cold eyes, he was actually so aggrieved. This kind of visual impact made Nicole 

“Very funny?” 

“A little” 

Nicole laughed softly. 

how Nicole 

“Why are you here?” 

hoping to see 

him what 

is actually property of the Green family? 

talking about Fallen 

Chapter 206: You Have Changed, Samuel 

“No. It’s just that I'm feeling uncomfortable” 

Nicole did not hide anything from Samuel. 

She really had mixed feelings about Allen. 

Samuel did not continue, but he darkened his face. 

Nicole knew that every man would probably become angry towards her words. Moreover, what Allen 

had done to Zoe was really too much. 

She stopped talking, and the atmosphere was a little depressed for a moment. 

Mike coughed and said, “Well, how about I send you out from the back door?” 

“There's a back door here?” 

Samuel glanced at him. 

Mike smiled and said, “I don’t know about the others, but there's definitely one here. You know me. I 

always like to leave a path for myself.” 

These words were true. 



Mike almost died on the battlefield. Since then, he had habitually left a path for himself. Perhaps only 

after facing death would one be truly afraid of death. 

Samuel did not object. He looked at Nicole and said, “Are you alright? Can you walk?” 

“Sure.” 

Right now, Nicole only wanted to go back as soon as possible. 

She had no sense of security here. 

Samuel said to Mike, “Tell Jacob to stay outside and attract their attention. As long as he doesn't leave, 

those people won't leave.” 

“Il see.” 

Mike and Samuel were quite tacit. 

Nicole left Mike’s house hand in hand with Samuel. 

Mike's back door was facing a mountain. The road was rugged and winding. However, Mike prepared a 

Jeep in advance. He threw the car key to Samuel. 

“Drive down until you reach the bottom of the mountain. Then, you can walk out.” 

“Will it do? Will someone check at the foot of the mountain?” 

Samuel was still very cautious. 

Mike shook his head and said, “Look at my license plate. Why would anyone have the guts to stop my 

car? They want to die or what?” 

Only then did Samuel realize that Mike's license plate was actually a military one. 

“We're leaving.” 

“Be careful.” 

Samuel led Nicole into the car and drove out. 

Nicole secretly glanced at Samuel. He was focused on driving, and she couldn't tell whether he was 

happy or angry from his look. Nicole felt a little uneasy. 

“Are you angry?” 

“No.” 

meant 

said, “After all, he saved me 

“He also imprisoned you!” 

lost his temper. 

thought of Nicole in the basement, Samuel wished 



She couldn't think of a 

him five years ago, the children and I would have been buried in the sea of fire. If so, how can you 

think I shouldn't deal with him, or 

stepped 

stop of the car made Nicole involuntarily move forward. Fortunately, she had a seat belt. She bounced 

back to the seat again. However, she also knew 

know what to do. You can deal with him or 

know what was wrong 

She could not understand Allen, even if he did all those crazy things out of love. 

conflicted, with mixed 

didn't want to plead for Allen, but as she spoke, it seemed 

explain, but she found that the more she explained, the more 

had promised Nicole to give up smoking. He didn't have a cigarette on him. He could only turn around 

her own reasons. The fact that Allen saved her life five years ago did make her hesitate. However, 

Samuel couldn't help 

woman spoke for another man, who had hurt her and their children before. When 

them were speechless for some 

blew in through 

Nicole came out, she was only wearing thin clothes. She felt a little cold facing 

also stubborn. Samuel did not speak to her, and she was too lazy to pay any attention to him. She 

directly turned her head to look at the 

blew her long hair. Although her hair was coiled up, there were always a few strands hanging down, 

making her look like a naughty child. Her hair swayed in the wind. She 

more depressed. She pinned 

“Ouch!” 

Nicole involuntarily shouted out. 

around and saw Nicole's current 

none of 

Obviously, she was angry. 

long hair seemed to intentionally go against her, clinging tighter and tighter to the 

gritted her teeth and made up her mind. She was going to pull that 



hands tightly gripped 

hurt? When did you learn to harm 

small 

the window. Then, he gently 

fell on Nicole’s 

noticed that she was still angry with him. She hurriedly turned her head away from him, but by doing 

how childish she was, Samuel whispered, “Alright, 

I don't need 

to push him away, but Samuel suddenly pushed her onto the 

want to move! Samuel, 

Samuel lowered his 

“Umm...” 

struggled, but she was no match for Samuel. Moreover, Samuel was indeed much better in kissing than 

was immersed in Samuel's kiss, panting 

go of Nicole, her hair had already been untied, leaving only a little on the ring. Samuel's voice was 

somewhat hoarse as 

about it. Are you really 

“Go away!” 

that she was completely 

he so 

her little mouth. Every time he kissed her, she couldn't 

and said, “I am a man. Men are always stingy. I am stingy and jealous. I just don't like 

arrogant he was, Nicole pushed him away 

Chapter 207: I'm Your Husband 

“Where did this thing come from?” 

Samuel grabbed the thing in Nicole’s hands. 

It was actually a small tracker. 

Although Nicole didn't know what this thing was for, she said heavily, “I don't know either. After leaving 

the sanatorium, I only went to Fallen Angel Club. I didn’t go anywhere along the way.” 



“Fallen Angel Club is our family’s Night Elf Empire. It’s impossible that the people there would track you, 

unless someone did something with Jacob's car.” 

Samuel deepened his gaze. 

Jacob was always on the road. Perhaps he was nailed, and his car was also targeted. Thinking of this, 

Samuel’s eyes sank again. 

Nicole was also feeling a little nervous. 

“Perhaps it’s not because of Jacob.” 

“Could it be Finn? Why?” 

Samuel's rhetorical question made Nicole somewhat speechless. 

There were always dangers hidden around them. Nicole was a little worried. 

Who had been targeting them? 

Samuel felt that they shouldn't stay here for long, especially after he found the tracking device on 

Nicole. 

He quickly got out of the car and put the tracker in the stone atoll beside him. Then, he pulled Nicole 

into the car and whispered, “We need to get out of here quickly.” 

Nicole nodded, agreeing to his words. The two quickly fastened their seat belts and drove down the 

mountain. 

When they were about to reach the foot of the mountain, Samuel discovered that there were a lot of 

people down there—people from the military, and some others. 

It seemed impossible to drive past there. 

Samuel pondered for a moment before saying decisively, “Let’s get off the car and go up the mountain.” 

“What?” 

Nicole was a little surprised, but she didn’t say anything. She followed Samuel out of the car and walked 

up the mountain step by step. 

Samuel chose a different path, which no one had ever walked before. 

After the two of them walked for a while, Nicole felt tired. 

She was wearing high heels. Climbing the mountain was simply torture to her. However, in order not to 

drag down Samuel, she did not say anything until she could not stand it. She panted and said, “Let's rest 

for a while.” 

Samuel stopped. 

It was night, and he couldn't see Nicole's face clearly, but he could sense a faint smell of blood. 

“Are you injured?” 



“No. It’s just that my feet hurt.” 

Nicole only felt a burning pain in her heels, but she didn’t feel any liquid flowing out. 

When Samuel heard this, he noticed that she was wearing high heels today. 

He hurriedly took off his coat and laid it on a stone, then let Nicole sit on it. 

Samuel knelt on one knee and lifted one of Nicole's feet. When he was about to take off Nicole's high 

heels, Nicole suddenly cried out in pain. 

“It hurts.” 

“I'm afraid it’s skinned.’ 

Nicole's 

He felt extremely worried. 

in hand. Then, he said to Nicole, “Come up, I'll carry 

rugged. It will be very difficult for you to carry me on your back. It doesn’t matter. I can 

be 

you continue walking, your feet 

“But you...” 

“Come up!” 

was giving an order. Nicole went helpless. She could only climb onto 

continued walking as normal. His steps were firm, except that he was carrying Nicole 

my phone and 

that, Nicole put her hand 

small hands were a little cold. When she touched Samuel's 

touched Samuel's sensitive area, so she didn't dare to make any other moves. She quickly took out the 

the gym. When he heard the phone ring 

“Sam, are you home?” 

There are people blocking our way down the mountain. 

that this matter had nothing to do with Mike, 

Mike was immediately depressed. 

than me, no one is allowed to enter. And of course, no one would have 

It's cold here. Nicole and I were wandering around the mountains. I wonder if we could meet 



cold wind blew into Mike's 

He immediately became nervous. 

I'll pick you 

and I will find 

“Sure. Be careful” 

hung up the phone and quickly left 

for a while before realizing that 

mountain was huge. At night, the temperature here was relatively low. He could feel that Nicole was 

Or, we can call someone to pick 

with Nicole here, he 

What happened to her a few days ago had made her body gone worse. She had 

already shivering from the 

fine, I'm just feeling a little cold. Let’s find somewhere leeward and take 

Now that he said that he 

Nicole leeward. He put her down and whispered, “I'll 

“Alright!” 

and uncomfortable, and her belly was swelling. Could 

It couldn't be! 

prayed. But not long after, a warm current flowed 

than ever, but she didn’t 

sent the sweet smell of blood into 

He saw that her face was somewhat pale and that she was 

“What's the matter?” 

squatted down and gently rubbed her belly with his 

“Your stomach aches?” 

she was going 

blushed slightly and whispered, “Well, I'm on 

“What?” 

clearly, but Nicole didn't have the 



strange, Samuel guessed more or less what 

you having your 

was a sensitive 

and wife, the two rarely talked about such a private thing. Now that Samuel asked about it, Nicole’s face 

turned red because 

that all the bad luck had fallen on 

was fine. Why did this happen the moment she left? Moreover, they were in the mountains. What 

have thought of this situation, either. He suddenly coughed and said, “What now? 

hurriedly shook 

he 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 208: He Really Underestimated Allen 

It was strange that so many people would suddenly appear in front of them at this time. Most 

importantly, they were quarreling with each other. Even though they were a little far away, Samuel and 

Nicole still heard the noises. 

However, one voice was somewhat familiar. 

Nicole whispered, “Why does it sound like Mr. Wood to me?” 

“Which Wood? Mr. Wood from Fallen Angel Club?” 

“It seems so.” 

Nicole couldn't be sure. 

She was still dizzy, so she couldn't be sure whether she heard that voice clearly. 

However, Samuel ignored it and walked over with Nicole on his back. 

Before he could reach those people, a person suddenly came out from nowhere. Nicole was startled, 

while Samuel's gaze instantly turned cold. 

“Who is it?” 

“Miss Nicole, Mr. Wood asked me to take you out of here.” 

The person who spoke was actually George. 

Nicole was somewhat surprised, but she still told Samuel about George's identity. 

Samuel did not relax much. He directly followed George to the side. 

There was already a car prepared. George handed the key to Samuel and whispered, “Go. Hurry up 

before they find you.” 



“Finn asked you to come here?” 

Nicole asked softly. 

“Yes.” 

George hurriedly nodded. 

“What were they quarreling about?” 

“A female guest of Mr. Wood was harassed here. She is the one arguing over there. She has attracted a 

lot of people. Take advantage of this time and leave.” 

George said briefly, and then turned around and left. 

Without delay, Samuel directly started the car and led Nicole down the mountain. 

The people at the foot of the mountain seemed to have been cleared out, and there was actually no one 

there. 

Samuel didn't care about anything else. He quickly stepped on the accelerator and ran down. 

After getting into the car, Nicole started to have a fever. 

She felt very uncomfortable, but her hands involuntarily grabbed onto the hem of Samuel's clothes. 

Samuel knew that she was lacking the sense of security, so he let her hand cling to his clothes. 

He drove the car and managed to avoid all the people along the way. He headed straight into the 

sanatorium. 

When the car stopped, Nicole had already fainted. 

Her entire body was burning. 

Samuel did not want to waste another second. He carried Nicole directly to the emergency room. 

hurriedly began to treat 

they returned and rushed towards the emergency room. She 

“What's wrong? What happened?” 

there was even a trace of blood on his 

Nicole’s blood. She's having her period. She was too weak that she might be having 

“How could this be?” 

felt a little 

was followed after coming out of Fallen Angel Club. Jacob had taken her to Mike's house before we left 

through Mike's back door. However, Nicole had a tracking device installed on her. We were almost stuck 

“What?” 

Laurel was truly shocked. 



attack Nicole at Fallen Angel Club? They are definitely no ordinary people. I'll ask Finn 

still on 

told Laurel about Finn's 

need to doubt Finn. The ring I gave Nicole is installed with a precise positioning system. If there is any 

danger, Finn will know immediately. After that, he will arrange for rescue. 

heaved 

was glad that Finn didn’t go 

investigate. 

told him to stay at Mike's house and stall the enemies. I didn’t 

moment, 

people following me drive away, so I followed them and found that they went to the Brook family’s 

this, Samuel's eyes suddenly 

family! It was 

He really underestimated Allen! 

that Allen wasn't that capable, that he was just a rich merchant. Now, it seemed that no one had a 

correct understanding 

were 

gap between him and Allen 

heard about the Brook family, she knew what was going on in an 

The children are asleep. You should also rest for a while. 

indeed take more care. Your 

report, as if he had completely 

went back to her room, afraid 

Samuel went 

for Laurel's medical report, but the doctor told him that it was taken away by Nicole. Samuel 

definitely didn't want Samuel to know about 

condition, and 

his biological mother, Samuel didn't 

the line. She actually went against her conscience for power and 

was exactly the one 



else could he say about 

was a cure. The doctor shook his head and said that Laurel would only live for ten 

it. He was afraid that 

was deliberately avoiding the topic of her illness. She chose to not 

how powerful and wealthy they were, in front of Death, everyone was 

but glance at the emergency room 

if she could recover. Now that she had caught a cold during her period, he was 

time passed, Samuel became 

was pushed put on a bed, Samuel noticed 

“Doctor, how is she?” 

is really bad. After this cold, I'm afraid she'll catch a 

words made 

“Alright.” 

pushed Nicole back 

had already tidied 

sighed. In the end, 

the middle of the night, Nicole had a high fever 

to talk 

I don’t want to drink! Get 

me! Samuel, where 

Chapter 209: He Was Looking for Trouble on Purpose 

When the housekeeper said this, Rachel, Mrs. Brook, immediately got angry. 

If it weren't for the benefits of that land, she wouldn't have taken the initiative to ask Samuel for a deal. 

When she signed the contract, Rachel did not intend to include this reason, but Samuel added it anyway. 

He was afraid that the Brook family might blackmail him in the future, so he asked the lawyer to fill in 

the reason. 

That was exactly the reason why the Brook family was now trapped in a dilemma. 

If that piece of land hadn't been put into production, she would have given it to Samuel. 

Now, it had found its own developer and other partners, and the contract had also been signed. A large 

sum of money had been invested in it. They were only one step close to start working and earn money. 



At this critical moment, Samuel suddenly made trouble for them, and it was simply killing the Brook 

family. 

Although the Brook family’s working capital wasn't entirely dependent on this project, Rachel still felt 

distressed. 

She got screwed. Anyone would feel bitter. What’s more, it just so happened that Samuel had a good 

reason for this. After giving them the land, the grandson of their family, Allen, actually secretly bought 

Nicole and hid her away. 

It would be fine if Allen did all those things secretly, but Samuel had evidence now. 

Rachel wished she could kill Allen with the cane in her hand. 

Now that she heard the housekeeper talk about this matter again, Rachel rolled her eyes and fainted. 

The housekeeper was so scared that his face turned pale. He hurriedly pinched Rachel's philtrum and 

then called the family doctor. Finally, after a long time, Rachel woke up. Then, someone came to report 

that Samuel had come. 

Rachel felt so distressed that she could barely breathe. 

She had been a businesswoman for a lifetime, but she had never met someone as gloomy as Samuel. 

“I won't see him! Just say that I'm seriously ill and refuse to meet any guests.” 

The last person Rachel wanted to see was Samuel. 

However, Samuel couldn't care less. He directly rushed in. 

“Elder Rachel, what do you mean?" 

Samuel walked in. His cold voice made Rachel want to faint again. Unfortunately, she could not pretend 

because Samuel had already arrived in front of her. 

“I heard that you are ill, so I specially invited a doctor to take a look at you. Are you feeling better now?” 

Samuel smiled faintly. He looked polite, but Rachel had already cursed him a hundred times in secret. 

Profiteer! 

However, Rachel still put on a smile. 

what brings you 

“Something evil.” 

and then his face suddenly 

Rachel, we are all businessmen. We value in integrity. When you asked for that piece of land in the 

south, we have already made it clear. We've decided to forget about what your family has done to 

Nicole in the past. Our two families did not owe each other anything anymore. You 

and calm voice, but his words were like a loud slap given to Rachel's face in 



Rachel felt extremely embarrassed. 

grandson has grown up. He doesn't listen to me anymore. I really have no idea what he's doing outside. 

I've got someone to look 

didn’t say that when you asked me for 

look was somewhat 

was speechless, her old face flushed 

some reputation. Allen can find any woman he likes. Why does he insist on being together with my 

wife? You also know that Nicole is my wife, and she even gave birth to a pair of children. Even if you 

don't dislike Nicole, you should ask about her opinion first, right? I heard that Nicole was forcibly 

retained by your grandson. If she really has feelings for your grandson Allen, I won't force her to come 

back to me. However, Nicole and I are close to each other. Are you bullying 

the colder his voice 

suffered such an insult in her 

housekeeper standing at the side, and immediately became furious, saying, “Why are you still standing 

there? Call that disgraceful grandson 

Rachel was really angry. 

hurriedly 

that he got a call from the family, he was annoyed and didn't plan to answer it. But his phone 

“What?” 

answered the 

“Mr. Brook, hurry back. Mr. Green is here, and Elder Rachel is extremely angry. She said that if you don't 

come back, 

good to say that, the housekeeper had no 

in poor health. She had a heart disease. If she fainted from excitement... The housekeeper didn't have 

hoped that Allen 

Allen heard that Samuel had arrived at the Green family’s old 

himself in the mirror and smiled bitterly, “Allen, Allen, how did you end up 

a punch, and then quickly tidied himself 

returned to the Brook family’s old 

sat on the sofa leisurely drinking tea, while 

here, 

useless bastard! You still have the face to come 



looking at 

said, “Mr. Green, 

didn’t hesitate to spend a lot of money to buy my wife and imprison her. I have 100 million to offer you 

now. I hope Mr. Brook can let my 

Samuel’s words infuriated Allen. 

guilty about saying that? I did buy Nicole, but she 

think I'll 

suddenly stood up 

said, “Should I thank you, Mr. Green? Since you've taken her back, why 

grateful to you for what happened five years ago. To thank you, 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 210: Are You All Right 

“If you didn't have evil thoughts about his wife, how could you bring such a disaster to the Brook family? 

Do you think the Green family is so easy to handle? Do you know the relationship between Samuel and 

Mike? And do you know the relationship between Mike and his superiors?” 

Rachel was so angry that she couldn't breathe smoothly and started coughing violently. 

This was the first time Allen had got into trouble. 

Allen had always thought that he was smart enough, and that he had done it secretly. However, he 

never expected that Samuel would manage to obtain the evidence of his auction of Nicole from the 

Fallen Angel Club. 

The boss of the Fallen Angel Club was very mysterious. Everyone tried to dig out who he was, but 

nobody succeeded. It was astonishing that he should have cooperated with Samuel and told him the 

secret. 

Now that Samuel wouldn't let him off the hook, Allen was really annoyed. 

“Grandma, I will definitely solve it.” 

“You will solve it? How? The fuse has already been lit. It would be better that you go find Nicole and ask 

her to beg Samuel to forgive us. Do you understand? As for your affections towards her, get rid of it 

immediately, okay?” 

Rachel appreciated Allen the most, but she never expected that such an intelligent man would be so 

persistent and stubborn towards love. 

Allen frowned and said, “If Nicole was hidden by Samuel, I wouldn't be able to find her. I saw her at the 

Fallen Angel Club last night. I even sent people to follow her, but they lost track of her. She went straight 

to Mike's house. I wouldn't believe that it had nothing to do with Samuel.” 



“What's the point of saying this now? Whether Samuel picked a fight or not, we could only place our 

hopes on Nicole now. Allen, you and Nicole were not destined. You've known her for five years. If she 

really liked you, you would have been together a long time ago. Why should she wait till now? You are 

the president of the Brook Group. Why must you back yourself into a corner? Do you know that I don't 

have much time left? It’s unbearable for the Brook family!” 

Rachel coughed again. 

She seemed to be really angry this time. 

Looking at Rachel, Allen said guiltily, “OK, grandma. I will go beg Nicole.” 

“You must find her. Samuel is an ambitious businessman. No man will tolerate his wife being missed by 

other men. But as long as Nicole helps and Samuel forgives us, everything will be fine. Anyway, you must 

find Nicole, understand?” 

Rachel said and held Allen’s hands tightly. Hearing her words, Allen felt his heart was bleeding. 

He just wanted a woman. Why was it so difficult? 

“I know. I'll go find Nicole now.” 

After leaving the Brook's, Allen felt depressed. 

Where exactly was Nicole? 

During the days when she was imprisoned, Nicole's affection towards him had vanished, right? Even if 

he begged Nicole now, would she help? 

Moreover, if Nicole was willing to help, would Samuel let the Brook family off so easily? 

Allen unknowingly drove to the Fallen Angel Club. 

He remembered that he saw Nicole here yesterday. 

She was auctioned here. How could she step into this place again? 

What exactly was involved in this? 

Allen couldn't figure out. 

He stayed in the car and did not go in. He opened the window and smoked silently. 

bustling, but Allen's heart 

What if Samuel died? 

idea occurred 

Yes! 

Samuel must die! 

Nicole lose her backer and come back to him. And 

of that, Allen's 



the Fallen Angel 

woke up and didn't see Samuel in 

time and found it was already past nine. She didn’t expect that she had slept for 

tidied herself up. Then she heard a peal of 

the floor-to-ceiling window and saw Samuel playing with Zoe and 

be more outgoing. Although she could not do vigorous exercise, sweat had already 

placed her on the 

and shouted, "I’m 

laughter, Samuel 

touched by the 

been so happy since 

concerned about Zoe, he had never 

Nicole sighed slightly 

her clothes and 

you 

sudden appearance made Zoe 

catching chicks. We are eagles, and Joseph is the chick. 

her mind, Samuel was an omnipotent 

two to bully Joseph. Come, 

up her 

fair skin was shining 

Samuel coughed unnaturally. 

was 

great! Mommy, you're 

an hour. Hearing 

“Are you all right?” 

Samuel was worried. 

immediately turned 

“I'm fine” 



hurriedly turned her head, but Zoe still noticed 

why is your face so red? Are you still sick? How about we play 

more embarrassed by 

doesn't matter. It’s 

made an excuse. Samuel smiled at 

wait to go up 

said, “Oh, I 

wrong with 

became worried, struggling to get 

gently shook his head. Then, he put Zoe down and said, 

“I see.” 

Samuel and took Zoe 

when only she and Samuel were in the 

have time to play with Zoe. 


